Magnetic reversal time in open long-range systems.
Topological phase space disconnection has been recently found to be a general phenomenon in many-body spin system with anisotropic interaction. We show that the power law divergence of magnetic reversal time at the energy signaling such disconnection is generic for long-range interacting systems with an exponent proportional to the number of particles. We also study the modifications induced putting the system in contact with a thermal bath. Using the canonical formalism we analyze the magnetic reversal times at any temperature. Moreover, due to the divergence of reversal time at the energy disconnection threshold we can recover, using saddle point approximation, a simple exponential dependence on the inverse temperature showing the explicit relevance of the energy disconnection threshold for finite many-body interacting systems at finite temperature. This sets a general framework to understand the emergence of ferromagnetism in finite magnetic systems starting from microscopic models without phenomenological on-site barriers.